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.1. Recommendation
Minor Revision
. Comments to Author:
Review EJRH-D-15-00030
Title: Sensitivity of Summer Stream Temperatures to Climate Variability and Riparian Reforestation Strategies
Journal of Hydrology: Regional Studies
General
The article is well structured and presents the underlying research in a clear and concise way. The research is of good
uality and of interest to a wide audience of hydrologists and ecologists. According to me, the paper can be published after
ome minor adjustments.
Major remarks
No really big issues. My only concern is that the original Heat Source as described in Boyd & Kasper 2004, has an
rror in the way it treats lang wave radiation, which is especially important when the effect of vegetation is studied. See:
ttp://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/15/3091/2011/hess-15-3091-2011.pdf
Perhaps the version ofHeat Source used here does not have that problembut just for clarity’s sake and potential confusion
mong future users, it would be good to include a remark about this in the text. If the error is still in the model, I guess it
ould be good to rerun to see the effects. The ﬁtness will not be affected but the physical interpretation of the effect of
egetation will.
Minor remarksl 72: Add “, USA” after “CA”. In general, the article is bit USA centered and presumes a familiarity with USA
ettings and institutions (“federally listed” in l92) that is not really sympathetic.l 128: should be “Stokes” and “anti-Stokes”
the man was named Stokes).l 129: Should read “amplitude” instead of “frequency”.l 133&135: Plse add place&country for
ensornet & AFL.l 143: something went wrong with tTooll 234: I very much appreciate the application of a complexity
ontrol measure but it is difﬁcult to see how this was executed over a time series, where errors are typically not iid and
ormal, which is what Akaike assumes. I know the article is not about that but some additional information to improve
eproducibility would be good to add here.l 255, 286, 338: “Augmenting” means to make something bigger. I understand
hat it is used here as improving but that is somewhat confusing in the context of elevated temperature. It implies that
ou elevate the temperature even more. Better use a more appropriate verb like ameliorate or mitigate.l 278: It is in the
ontext of temperature measured in degrees Celsius not so handy to report errors in percentages. Later, when comparing
rror with daily variation it is ok but here you should either report percentage in Kelvin, making it very small, or just report
he degrees Celsius. The point is that this percentage would go up if you stream would be near freezing, which is not really
nteresting.l 305:Westhoff et al., 2007 is in the reference list but notmentioned here. For completeness add here aswell. Not
ure how well it compares but see also next remark.l 325: Westhoff et al., 2007 did model groundwater inﬂow. Measuring
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this independently, as recommended here, is near impossible and DTS is actually used to estimate exactly that. So I would
suggest to remove this not-so-realistic recommendation, although it would still be good if Heat Source would accommodate
inclusion in the future.
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